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TimeLinx Expands Its Vineyardsoft/KnowledgeSync Technology
Partnership
North Andover, Mass., Mar. 4, 2019 -- TimeLinx, a leading project and service management
platform for the mid-market, today announced it is expanding its technology partnership with
Vineyardsoft Corporation, the publishers of KnowledgeSync.
KnowledgeSync is an industry-standard alerting and workflow engine. It already powers the
TimeLinx AlertPak, which today bundles 24 alerts into one affordable package.
“The AlertPak already brings significant value to our users with its real-time monitoring and
notifications of a project’s mission-critical metrics,” said TimeLinx Executive Vice President and
General Manager Jeffrey Gregorec. “In line with the technology and partner initiatives we
announced in January, this next step in our Vineyardsoft partnership couldn’t have come at a
better time.”
“TimeLinx has always been a great solution for showcasing the operational business intelligence
that KnowledgeSync can bring to a company,” said Vineyardsoft Vice President of Sales and
Marketing Don Farber. “But an expanded partnership in conjunction with our new release and
TimeLinx’ upcoming release as well as our planned joint initiatives will make this a landmark
year for both companies.”
TimeLinx and Vineyardsoft go to market through mid-market business partners, resellers and
consultants. The two companies are dominant in that market segment with key mid-market
ERP and CRM publishers, including Sage, Infor and Intuit.
About TimeLinx www.TimeLinxSoftware.com

TimeLinx PSA is specifically designed for the needs of services-based companies. It extends a
CRM platform’s capabilities to provide users with complete control over their entire customer
lifecycle, from lead management to project delivery. Founded in 2001, TimeLinx Software is
headquartered near Boston, MA, with offices in Chicago, Scottsdale, Dubai and Mumbai.
About Vineyardsoft www.Vinyardsoft.com

Vineyardsoft is the developer of the acclaimed KnowledgeSync alerts and workflow application.
It monitors activities within other applications and notifies users of noncompliance. With more
than 1 million users worldwide, KnowledgeSync is key to many platform implementations such
as Sage and Infor. Founded in 1998, Vineyardsoft is headquartered near Boston, MA.

